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DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

CASCADE™

Transformer Oil Analyst Interface module
Integrate Transformer Oil Analyst and Cascade to maximize transformer
health and decrease the chance of costly asset failures
Cascade enhances the already powerful Transformer Oil Analyst
(TOA) software by synthesizing TOA diagnostic data, along with
your other diagnostic and inspection data, in a central database.
Using TOA Interface, Cascade automates data transfer between
your lab and the Cascade database.
After data import, Cascade can then generate alerts or
maintenance orders needed to extend transformer life and help
you avoid system breakdowns. Cascade is specifically designed for
electrical utilities and their needs, making it the ideal asset
management interface for TOA.

Key benefits of the Cascade TOA Interface module:
■■ No need to maintain equipment information in two systems
■■ Centralized use of data within Cascade
■■ Cascade is designed specifically for this equipment and
application
■■ Intuitive design of Cascade makes TOA data remotely
accessible and easier to use
■■ Interfaces with each diagnostic test
■■ Uses results intelligently for improved maintenance
planning, operational efficiency, and load adjustment
■■ Stores historical data to reveal trends

Integration of relevant data for
easy access
Reduces data duplication
The Cascade TOA Interface eliminates the need to maintain
equipment information in two different systems. All new oil-filled
equipment information you enter into Cascade is automatically
entered into the TOA database.
The most recent oil test and fluid quality results can be viewed in
Cascade without having to launch TOA. Conversely, launching TOA
for specific equipment will retrieve a sample history and analysis
from Cascade.
Seamless data management and integration
Staff in the field can access TOA (version 4 and above) summary
data as well as detailed analysis of equipment through Cascade.
TOA data fields such as Condition Code, Next Recommended
Sample Date, and individual gas values (PPM) can be accessed
by Cascade’s user-configurable triggers to automatically generate
alerts and work requests in Cascade.

The Transformer Oil Analyst Interface module allows utilities to directly
import, track, and alert from distributed gas test results in Cascade.

You can also generate your own alerts in Cascade for when
Dissolved Gas Analysis results exceed acceptable levels, as
defined by you and your organization.
Enhanced decision-making through data consolidation
Cascade has the interface you need to be able to consolidate
databases into one convenient repository for ease of access and
maintenance.
Cascade brings everything, from historical data to current
conditions, into one place so you can make informed decisions
about equipment health quickly and accurately.

The Transformer Oil Analyst module presents a visualized history and
summary results directly within Cascade.

Want to learn more about the TOA Interface module?
Please contact digital@dnvgl.com
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